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Brooms and Rubbish Bags 
during Lent?! 

I remember once clearing out my 
garage. It was so cluttered with things 
that I’d hung on to over the years that I 
could hardly move from one end to the 
other. Finding anything I wanted was a 
nightmare. I felt like someone on the TV 
series about hoarders who spend their 
lives surrounded by things they never 
use and which get in the way of them 
living life to the full. 

It can get to the point where clearing 
things out becomes time consuming 
and backbreaking. It is a job that has to 
be done bit by bit, with help. Otherwise, 
the task can seem so great it’s hard to 
know where to begin!




Spiritually, Lent is a time to try to spring clean oppressive, 
negative spiritual and emotional clutter in our lives and to 
focus on seeking God’s help in letting go what it is that 
prevents us from moving forward. Sometimes, and we’ve all 
been there, we hold on to negative experiences to the point 
where it is hard to appreciate the fruitful, exciting things that 
God wants for us. 


As with clearing the garage, we can prosper by having 
someone alongside to help rid us of the inner burdens that 
prevent progress – someone who says, ‘do you really need 
this or that, or, such and such is taking up too much room so 
let me help carry it to the tip?’ Sometimes another person 
can see spiritual or emotional clutter in our lives that we have 
ceased to notice. Good fellowship helps us to pave the way 
for the Lord to enter our life afresh at any time of year as well 
as at Easter.


Well done to all across the benefice who continue striving to 
create opportunities for such fellowship. These opportunities 
include hosting fun activities, being involved in study group 
events, and visiting those in need. Jesus also did these 
things. When you do likewise you are helping to provide a 
platform for fellowship which helps to relieve others’ 
burdens. This also reveals Jesus’s resurrection power as the 
Lord steps into the newly created space in people’s hearts.


The resurrected Jesus works through our sharing; it is a great 
privilege to do these things together and to share our 
burdens and our Easter joys with each other!


Nick - Rector 
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Dedication 
of David 
Lock’s 
Legacy 
On 19th January 
the evensong 
congregation at 
SSPP 
welcomed 
Susan Golder, Pamela Otten and  Daphne Curran, David 
Lock’s three nieces, for the dedication of the chancel lighting. 

Long-standing members of the congregation at both St 
Luke’s and SSPP might remember David Lock. He and his 
wife, Mavis, were in the choir at St Luke’s many years ago. 
After she died, he started going to St Peter and St Pauls and 
was a regular attender there for many years. 

Since he had connections with both churches it was felt right 
that both churches should benefit from his generous legacy. 
The chancel at SSPP has been transformed by replacing the 
decrepit old lighting with bright, new LED lamps and St 
Luke’s now benefits from a state of the art, audio visual 
system. 

The dedication of St Luke’s A/V system will take place at 
evensong on 9 February and we hope David’s family will be 
able to come to that service too. Bill Watson is developing a 
special presentation for the occasion!


Olwen Smith 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Christmas 
Lights Fair 
Saturday, 30 
November was the 
great day and 
SSPP was well 
prepared to 
welcome all 
comers.


There were stalls all 
round the church, the 
book stall was busy, the 
cake stall did a brisk 
trade, jigsaws were 
popular, as were 
Christmas goodies 
available at knockdown 
prices - individual 
crackers only 20p each! 
Probably the 
refreshments were most 

popular of all though - 
spectacular cakes and 
special sausage rolls.

The Human Slot Machine 
livened the proceedings 
with a football-style chant 
every time there was a 
winner. 
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Throughout the day local school choirs visited the church 
and delighted the crowd with festive carols. 


Then - when the lights had 
been switched on in the 
High Street - we had mulled 
wine and stollen while a 
scratch choir (their 
description not mine) made 
up of singers from the 
church choirs and the 

Newport Singers 
led us in a joyful, 
community carol, 
singalong.

We had lots of fun 
and raised £2,859 
for general funds.
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The Christmas 
Tree Festival  
This year’s Christmas Tree 
Festival attracted 52 
contributors, just one 
more than last year, but 
nevertheless a wonderful 
display of imagination and 
skill and a huge dollop of 
fun! 


Once again the variety of contributions 
was impressive and there were many 
craft skills on display, including knitted 
pubs and animals and a complex cake 
stand display celebrating 60 years of 
the WI. 

Many of our church groups took part 
as well as each of the churches in our 
benefice, but we were also pleased to 
welcome trees from other churches 
around the town and their youth 
groups as well as the town’s primary 
schools. We welcomed some of the 
town’s new businesses but were sad 
that some previous contributors were 
no longer trading. 
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The Mayor, Mayoress, Santa and some 
elves visited us on Saturday.

Knitted farm animals 
from the tight knit 

community around St 
Mary’s Moulsoe



It was also excellent to have representation from groups like 
the Tickford Meadow Children’s Centre and the MK Bereaved 

Parents’ Group. 

Yet again there were 
many appreciative 
messages in our 
comments book, with 
some people saying 
which trees they liked 
most, and many 
commenting on the 
friendly and welcoming 
atmosphere and the 

hot drinks and cake on some very cold days. The event 
raised over £900 for church funds.		 	 	 


Julie Eldridge   (Photos Elly Cooper) 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Once again the Mothers' 
Union was very pleased to 
participate in the Christmas 
Tree Festival. We had a good 
position very near to our 
Branch banner.


We are looking forward to 
visiting the Medical Detection 
Dog's Centre at the end of 
February. This should be 
most interesting. We shall  
once again be providing the 
bunches of flowers for 
Mothering Sunday.


We have now published our programme for the year and we 
have some very interesting speakers and events organised.

For any information on the Mother's Union please contact 
Jennifer Mazzone  (01908 613088 or jennifermazzone 
@hotmail.com)
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Don’t forget to pick up your copy of the booklet: 

Newport Pagnell Benefice  

Services and Events 2020 

The full MU programme for 2020 is on page 16.
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Pause for Thought 
To mark the beginning of Lent, our annual Pause for 
Thought event will take place in St Peter & St Paul 

over two days: 

Saturday, 29th February from 10am – 4pm, and 

Sunday 1st March from 11am – 5.30pm. 
As in previous years, there will be prayer stations set 
up around the church and this year these will be 
based on a new Church of England publication, #Live 
Lent, Care for God’s Creation. Copies of the 
booklet will be available to take away and use 
throughout the 40 days leading up to Easter. Lent is a 
time for reflection and renewal and we are called to 
care for and honour God’s creation. Climate change 
and environmental issues are topics of serious 
concern to many as we embark on this new decade. 
We hope that this event, and the booklet that 
accompanies it, will help us to reflect on what we can 
do to live in greater harmony with God, with other 
people, and with nature.

This is a free drop-in interactive exhibition for you to 
wander round at your own pace. Refreshments will 
be available as well as activities for children. Please 
try to find time to come along to this event and bring 
family, friends and neighbours.

	 Kimonie Nicholls, Lynda Evans and Beth MacKay.



Christingle  
The Christingle 
service held in the 
Parish Church on 
Sunday 15th 
December 2019 was 
very well attended 
by over 100 people 
of all ages from the 
very young to the 
very old. This 
service seems to 
appeal to everybody 
and it was lovely to 
see so many 
families come 
together to join in 
the very interactive 
service.

Christingle services 
have been going on 
in this country for over 50 years and are used to spread the 
message of Christ’s light guiding us all through dark times. 
The services are also used as a way of highlighting the needs 
of children who very often find themselves in dark places 
without family support. They also help raise donations for the 
Children’s Society who introduced the services into the 
United Kingdom in 1968 and who work tirelessly to support 
children and families in all sorts of need.
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This year we used hand actions to represent the different 
parts of the Christingle so that we could still reflect on its 
meaning after all the sweets have been eaten, the candle has 
burned low and the orange has gone mouldy.This prayer 
reflects the message of a Christingle service. If you have 
never been to one please come along later this year.

God of all,

we give thanks for Christingle,

and all that it represents:

coming together; light in the darkness; and a future hope.

May the orange at the centre of each Christingle remind us

of the amazing earth you have created.

May the red ribbon remind us of your love,

wrapped around the earth.

May the cocktail sticks remind us

of the part we play in your world.

May the brightly lit candle remind us of the

light you shine into dark places.

We give thanks for the impact Christingle celebrations

have on the lives of vulnerable children,

and we ask that you help us to work together this year and 
always,

to ensure that every 
child never feels 
alone

Amen


	 	 	
Karen Goff 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The Nativity on the High 
Street 21 December 2019 

We were definitely blessed with the 
weather this year. After several days of 
pouring rain the sun shone on families 
roaming up and down the High Street 
searching for the people involved in the 
Christmas story. 




There was angelic 
singing in SSPP, 
Magi looking for 
Jesus outside St 
Bede’s, a census 
taking place at the 
rectory gates and an 
innkeeper turning 
people away from 
The Plough. 


Fortunately the 
Holy Family 
found a resting 
place outside the 
URC so lots of 
people joined 
them for carols 
and prayers.
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Each child had a card listing the characters they had to find 
and each group they discovered provided them with a 
stamp. When they went to see the Roman governor, 
Corinius, they had pre-cut paper people to fill in as well.


So if the number of figures pegged up on the rectory gate is 
anything to go by, this CTNP Christmas outreach event is as 
popular as ever!	 	 	 	 	 	 Olwen Smith
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Thanks from Woodhill: 
The Mothers' Union organised the collection of 
approximately 700 Christmas cards to give to the 
prisoners in Woodhill in order for them to send home a 
card to their loved ones at this festive time.


The Governor generously agreed these could be 
posted for free from the prison and has granted this for 
every year should we continue with this project.


The Chaplaincy at Woodhill have extended their thanks 
to the Newport Pagnell Branch of the Mothers' Union 
for organising the card collection and to all who 
donated cards.


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Moira Evans



Carol Services in the Benefice: 
Each of the three parishes in the benefice held a traditional 
service of carols and readings before Christmas.


All Saints, Lathbury, hosted the 
first of these at 6pm on Sunday 
15 December. The beautifully 
decorated church was full, 
mainly of people from the village 
but members of the Newport 
Pagnell evensong congregation 
had also come along. 


Jennifer Mazzone 
played the organ 
and the joint 
choirs of St Luke’s 
and SSPP were 
there to swell the 
joyful noise!

Nick introduced 

the service by saying that it would 
move forward without his intervention, 
then the readers and choir took over.

The evening ended with mince pies, 
wine or juice and (as always) an 
excellent raffle.
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The Newport Pagnell Candle-
lit Carol Service was next, on 
Friday 20 December at 7pm in 
St Peter and St Paul’s. 

It opened in soft candle-light 
with a solo from Lorretta at 
the back of the church and 
then, as the choir and clergy 
processed to their seats, the 
lights were switched on. I 
loved the candle light but I 
suppose people needed to be 
able to read the carol sheets. 


Again there was 
a full church and 
the carols and 
readings took 
on a life of their 
own proceeding 
smoothly 
without explicit 
intervention.


At the end of the 
service the 
congregation was 
offered a choice of 
tasty savouries and of 
course, mulled wine.
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At 5pm on Sunday 20 
December St Mary’s 
Moulsoe had their 
candle-lit service. Every 
pew held a real candle in 
a specially designed 
holder making a 
wonderful glow.


The church was crowded, mostly 
with people from the village but the 
Newport Parish evensong 
congregation joined in. Nick Read 
came to play the organ and a couple 
of young singers from the school 
choir sang descant. Another treat 
was a delightful cello duet which 
had been arranged by one of the 
performers, Mandy Hamilton.


Refreshments were 
available at the end of 
the service so people 
stayed to chat over 
mulled wine or other 
beverages and more 
delicious snacks.


Olwen Smith 
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The Crib Service 
This year the Sunday Club 
took over the crib service again 
reminding us of the reasons 
behind some of our most 
beloved Christmas traditions. 
We had a walking Christmas 
Tree, ornaments, a candle, 

angel, 
star and 
of 
course a 
walking 
present 
before the traditional tableau with all 
the children in church joining in and 
the now infamous Christmas Hokey 
Cokey. 




It was a wonderful service 
and the children and 
teachers from the Sunday 
Club (and a couple of 
willing volunteers) all 
helped to make the service 
great fun and interactive! 
The only question that 
remains is “how are we 
going to beat that in 
2020?!”                Elly Cooper 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Plough 
Sunday  
Was celebrated at 
St Mary’s Moulsoe 
on 27th January this 
year.  

Mervyn took the 
service and agreed 
to let me include 
part of the service 
sheet he produced. 


“Plough Sunday 
appears to be a very 
ancient festival, 
revived by the 
Victorians. 
Traditionally 
celebrated on the 
first Sunday after 
Epiphany, the plough 
was fêted and drawn 
through the streets to 
be blessed in church. 

This was thought to ensure food for the coming year. The 
following day, Plough Monday, was the first day that work in the 
fields recommenced after Christmas. 


In the medieval period, when there was only one plough in 
each village, the village plough was brought into church for a 
blessing before ploughing began on Plough Monday. By 
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Victorian times, when many farms owned their own plough, a 
representative plough was brought into church and local 
farmers asked the Rector or Vicar to bless the plough.

 
After the blessing, the plough was traditionally pulled through 
the village led by a Fool and a ‘Betsy’ (a boy dressed as a 
woman). The procession stopped at as many pubs and friendly 
houses as possible for revellers to demand drinks. Pennies were 
also collected along the route. Anyone not paying a penny was 
likely to find a furrow cut across their land by morning.”


 Photos from Lynda Evans and Bill Watson  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Faith is fighting for a green future

This Lent, let’s pause and reflect on how climate change is 
affecting our sisters and brothers around the world.

Right now, people like Faith are experiencing the worst 
drought in decades. In her parched fields in Kenya next to 
nothing grew.

Kenya faces severe droughts, more frequent and more 
intense because of climate change. Without a reliable source 
of water, many communities are struggling to survive.

‘We were facing a lot of trouble fetching water,’ says Faith. 
The weather has changed because when I was young, there 
was a lot of rain and food was plenty. Today the rains are 
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very poor. There was also a lot of livestock and today there is 
very few.’ 

Faith didn’t have enough to eat or sell. Then Christian Aid’s 
partner Anglican Development Services – Eastern (ADSE) 
helped her community build a sand dam. The dam gives 
Faith’s community resilience in times of drought – they can 
collect every last drop of water and use it well. 

Drought is still a threat; but now Faith has the tools she 
needs to adapt. With the dam, her fields stay green and her 
family has a hopeful future.

During Lent and Easter Christian Aid is encouraging people 
to do three things:


• Firstly, to give donations that could help provide 
practical solutions


•  Secondly, to act by signing up to the New Deal for 
Climate Justice (www.christianaid.org.uk/campaigns/
climate-change/climate-justice-petition)


• Thirdly, to pray for those fighting against the worst 
effects of climate change. Order Count Your Blessings 
for you and your church or follow online at caid.org.uk/
cyb-online


Thank you for fighting for a green 
future for people like Faith in 

Lent 2020.
Note: Pat Parker has 
ordered some of the leaflets 

and they will be at the back of 
the churches for you to take.
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Parish Visiting Scheme 
I am certain that we have all had times in our lives when the 
smallest and simplest of things seem to be taking over our 
life, overwhelming us, and we just don’t know where to turn. 
For some there is a great network of support from well 
meaning friends and family, but others can be left feeling 
isolated, bewildered and anxious as to how they are going to 
get through the next day, week, month….. 


As Christians we should remember that Jesus said, “A new 
commandment I give you: Love one another. As I have loved 
you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know 
that you are my disciples, if you love one another.” (John 
13:34) The crucial thing here, in Jesus’s words, is that we 
should love one another and that means not only our closest 
friends but also those whom may be unknown to us, or are 
just that person whom we recognise but know little about 
simply because we have not made that effort to engage in 
conversation. 


I know that most of us keep an eye on our friends and 
neighbours who struggle to get out and about, or who have 
been ill. However, are there others who would also benefit 
from that friendly smile and a chance to sit and chat? It 
doesn’t have to be an elderly housebound person. It could 
be that single Mum up the road who would so much like to 
speak to an adult on occasions rather than just their children; 
or the unemployed young person (or not so young) who is so 
desperate for a job which, in turn, gives them the social 
interaction that they currently miss. 
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Well the PCC is setting up a Parish Visiting Scheme. We 
sincerely hope that you will continue to look out for your 
friends and neighbours, both within our church family and the 
wider community. However, there may be occasions when 
you don’t feel able to visit yourself although you know that 
someone could just do with that short visit. We are asking 
that if you know of anyone who would benefit from a visit, 
you put them in contact with the Parish Office in the first 
instance. They will then be put in touch with either Nick if 
they would like to speak to a minister, with Marlene Smith if 
they would like to receive home communion, or to me if they 
would like a visit and a chat. Marlene and I will then arrange 
for someone who has been approved by the PCC to visit or 
administer home communion. 


A reminder of the process for requesting a home visit will be 
on the notice boards in the churches and in pews news. Of 
course, if you are in church on a Sunday you may speak to 
me directly. I think the important thing to remember is that 
many (if not most) of the people who could really do with that 
visit probably don’t, necessarily, know who to ask. Therefore,  
it is up to us all to remember that great commandment, ‘To 
Love one Another’: we all have a responsibility and can play 
even the smallest of parts in God’s kingdom.


Kimonie Nicholls (Parish Visiting Co-Ordinator) 
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Parish Office: 	 Malcolm Godwin, Parish Administrator,


	 	 Parish Office, St Peter and St Paul’s Church,


	 	 High Street, Newport Pagnell, MK16 8AR


Email: npparish@gmail.com  Telephone number: 01908 611145


mailto:npparish@gmail.com
mailto:npparish@gmail.com


My Confirmation 
I was confirmed on 27 October 2019 by the Bishop of 
Buckingham. The church was packed to capacity and it was 
a moving and special evening. I was part of a diverse group 
of people who were getting confirmed (some people were 
getting baptised and confirmed at the same time). 


What made the evening particularly special was the feeling I 
experienced when the Bishop placed his hands on my head 
during the service. The feeling is hard to explain, but it felt 
akin to a bolt of lightning, with the Bishop acting as a 
conductor. I felt an immediate connection to a higher power. 


After the service, I was pleased 
to have the opportunity to speak 
with the Bishop and to introduce 
him to my son, Lucas. I found the 
Bishop to be caring and very 
genuine. 


After the service, people of all 
ages enjoyed a lovely reception 
including wine, cake and nibbles.


I would like to thank the Bishop, 
Nick, Kimonie and everyone else 
who took part in my confirmation 

service (and the preparation 
classes). And thank you for my confirmation present (a copy 
of Bear Grylls’ Soul Food).


Paul Hoffman 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Flower Festival    
23rd - 25th of May 
Newport Pagnell Parish is 
holding a Flower Festival that 
will run over the Bank Holiday 
period at the end of May in St 
Peter’s and St Paul’s on the 
High Street. It will be the start of the local half-term holidays 
and so we’ve chosen the family theme of Children’s Books.

Our arrangers have come up with lots of exciting and 
interesting ideas and there will be a fun element for the 
children, where they will be invited to find items that we will 
hide in the arrangements.

The books chosen range from those for the very young to 
those who are young at heart, so you’ll find some old 
favourites amongst the more modern selection.

There will also be refreshments that will include the usual 
array of scrumptious cakes and biscuits.


If you are able to offer a cake on one of the 3 days or have an 
idea for an arrangement yourself or by an organisation you 
represent, contact 

Lynda Evans at 01908-617713 lynda.evans01@gmail.com or

Jennifer Mazzone at 01908-613088 
jennifermazzone@hotmail.com 


So, please make a note of the 
dates and come and enjoy the 
festival. 

      Lynda Evans 
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New Year’s Day Walk 
It was a clear day, it wasn’t raining anyway when a 
hardy group met up in St Luke’s church to start the 
first Churches Together In Newport Pagnell event of 
2020, the annual New Year’s Day Walk.

They visited the churches in turn and a member of the  
congregation led a short service in each of them.
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They ended at St Peter and St Paul’s and enjoyed the usual excellent 
refreshments. Thanks for the photos Bill!
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Week of Prayer for Christian 
Unity, 18-25 January 2020 

On Sunday 19 January the churches of 
Newport Pagnell came together again for a 
joint service at 10.30 in the Baptist Church 
led by minister at the Baptist Church Steve 
Wood and Nick Evans, our own rector. 

The materials used this year were prepared by the Christian 
churches in Malta and Gozo and they chose “Unusual 
Kindness” as their theme.  On 10 February many people in 
Malta celebrate the Feast of the Shipwreck of St Paul, 
marking and giving thanks for the arrival of Christianity on 
these islands. The reading, Acts 27:16 - 28:10, used for this 
feast is the one that was used for this year’s Week of Prayer 
and the title of the resources was taken from Acts 28:1. 

If you would like to look at the resources they are available to 
download from https://ctbi.org.uk/weekofprayer
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Parish Fellowship 
Lunch at Pin Petch 
On the 22 January the usual 
Wednesday morning 
communion service took 
place rather later than usual,  
at 11.30am instead of 9.30. 
This meant the service 
ended in time for a 12 o’clock lunch at Pin Petch - the Thai 
restaurant next to the church. 


Twenty people (not just 
from the Wednesday 
congregation) enjoyed 
an extremely good lunch 
in pleasant company. My 
memory of the building 
was when it was Odell’s 
the ironmongers many 
years ago - it looks very 
different now!
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Sunday 
afternoon 
Singalong 
at SSPP  
Pat Hudson who 
led the session, 
said she was 
surprised (and very 
pleased) that so 
many people came 

out to sing in spite of the wet and windy weather.                                                                                                                                           

The afternoon was organised into three sections. Singalong using  
the Memory Club Songbook, refreshments and more singing to 
end. 

At first Pat couldn’t find anyone to play the piano and thought we 
would have to sing a capella. Then Pete Simpson volunteered. He 
was ideal because he knows all the tunes. He played for the 
Newport Pagnell Memory Club for 2 or 3 years when they started 
and still covers for them when the regular pianist goes on holiday.  
He was also heavily involved in designing the Memory Club 
Songbook which was financed through the Co-op Local Causes 
Fund.

All the songs are well known and we ended with the Hokey 
Cokey. Everyone joined in and had a lovely time, including a 
couple of people from the Memory Club who came with friends or 
family members.	 	 	 	 	    
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For more information about the Memory Club contact Hazel Reynolds or 
look at the CTNP webpage: https://together.ourchurchweb.org.uk/np/info/
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FORGIVENESS  and HEALING 
The hardest offences to forgive are committed by the people who 
are closest to us. Why? Because we have to live with them every 
day! When we’re young, our emotions are so intense that wounds 
and injuries may stay with us for a lifetime and the pain is worse 
when the one who wronged us is a parent. Perhaps a mother 
rejected us instead of providing the love we needed, or we had an 
alcoholic or abusive father.


Victims may still be consumed with anger and resentment many 
decades later. This can cause “acting out” to hurt the people you 
now love and need the most!


So, what is the answer? FORGIVENESS!

Forgiveness - giving up the right to hurt you for hurting me. Only 
when enough emotional maturity is found, to release those who 
wronged us (whether they have repented or not) will wounds 
begin to heal.

Jesus put it this way, “When you stand praying, if you hold 
anything against anyone, forgive them, so that your Father in 
heaven may forgive you your sins”

God’s willingness to forgive us depends on our willingness to 
forgive others..

You may say “But if I forgive them, I’m letting them off the hook!” 
NO, you’re letting yourself off the hook. Setting yourself free of 
pain and resentment, and positioning yourself to walk in God’s 
blessing. Leave the offence and the offender with God. He’s the 
only one who understands what they did and why they did it. As 
far as we are concerned - FORGIVENESS is HEALING!


	 	 	 	 Daphne Fowler - with gratitude to CWR 
(Christian  World Revival)
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Lent Lunches 
Come to lunch every Friday from February 28th to April 
3rd in the United Reformed Church, Newport Pagnell 
from 12 to 1.15. Enjoy delicious home made soup, a 

variety of bread, rolls and cheeses. 

Cost - £4.00 and all profits go to Christian Aid.


For information please contact 

Jennifer Mazzone 613088

Address Label: 

Upcoming events: 

Parish Outing to Cambridge 22 February 

Pause for Thought 29 February - 1 March 

Moulsoe Lent Supper - 20 March 

Annual Parochial Church Meeting - 21 April 

Look out for more details in the weekly Pews News 
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